
Response to documents at NBBC/20;  NBBC30; and NBBC/33

Bulkington Residents' Voice

Response to the Council’s latest position on the housing requirement in NBBC/20, 
including its ratification by the Council’s Cabinet in NBBC/30

BRV05.01 We are commenting on these documents because they impact on housing policy decisions about
which we made representations, and subsequently made further written comment to the Stage 1
Hearing.

NBBC/30

BRV05.02 The information in NBBC/30 is too general in its coverage of housing capacity, and delivery. It
is impossible to compare such limited information against the content of the Plan.  This makes
it  difficult  to  draw  useful  conclusion  from  NBBC/30  for  Plan  purposes.  Hopefully,  the
Councillors endorsing the recommendations were able to glean more from it than we were able
to. The following sentence appears to be incomplete. “......The Local Plan regulations state that
flexibility is required the Inspector will determine how this flexibility should be dealt with.”
(para. 4.7). In the absence of better explanation, or reference, the relevant citation would help to
clarify.

BRV05.03 The table at the head of Appendix A is not directly comparable with any other document that
we are aware of. Therefore, it has limited use.  However, the newly revised total capacity for
the period 2011-31, at 15,223 new homes, raises significant issues and questions. Originally,
Policy DS41 of the Plan proposed to provide 13,374 homes, which was rather less than the
required target of 14.060 to meet HMA needs2.  Now it is revealed that the Plan capacity for the
period 2011-31 is 15,223 homes. Putting these  numbers into perspective, the Plan capacity has
grown by 1,849 more than at Consultation, thereby taking the Plan from a deficiency against
the imposed HMA need, to an over provision of 1,163 homes. In real terms this equates to
several new housing sites, all of which need to be on former Green Belt land. This is simply not
a justifiable or tenable proposition. 

BRV 05.04 The report desperately needed clear informative bases for comparison. We would have expected
to see the housing trajectory as shown in the draft Publication Version of the Plan, together with
a revised trajectory based on the new data offered at NBBC/30, and NBBC/20. Both trajectories
should have shown the whole period from 2011-2031, complete with annual and running totals
for  all  years.  Details  for  elapsed  years  remain  important,  because  they  give  a  better
understanding  of  completions,  and can help  in  reconciling any apparent  anomalies  in  data
supplied, and elsewhere. Properly presented, this would have given a much clearer picture of
the scope and places of change, and allow proper judgements about progress on housing, which
is what we understand to be the purpose of the report.

BRV05.05 We are concerned that setting a target housing capacity higher than absolutely necessary has
adverse and unwanted side effects. There would be unjustified loss of precious Green Belt, and
an artificially high annual rate of build would be required, which in turn would bring its own
problems. It appears that the controlling councillors are mesmerised by the prospect of large
amounts of public funding being generated by housing, and that any case for building more, is
better.  This may explain why we are offered a Plan that  majors on new sports and leisure
facilities,  while  necessary  and critical  infrastructure  is  waved aside with  the  liberal  use  of
unspecified 'mitigation'. Given the large excess of 1,163 houses over OAN for housing, it is
essential that it is scaled back to reduce the unjustified impact on Green Belt land. The reported
increased housing yields on approved development raises concerns about the true capacities of
other sites in the Plan, and the extent to which there is under-reporting in the Plan itself. 
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2  Borough OAN (10,040) plus assigned share of Coventry shortfall  (4,020)
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NBBC/20

BRV05.06 The document at NBBC/20 provides a great amount of detail, but it does not take us any further
towards knowing what the complete trajectory should be, or the relative contribution made by
this new information, to individual years in the trajectory.  As noted above, we consider it is
important to have a proper understanding of completions in elapsed years. In summary we have
not found NBBC/20 particularly helpful, either as a free standing document, or in concert with
those at NBBC/30.

Response to the Council’s Housing Topic Paper at NBBC/33

(a) Clarify the revised housing requirement of the Plan

BRV06.01 In the light of the latest information, the Coventry population projections are in serious doubt
and ONS have admitted as much.  In our judgement, housing need predictions remain at best an
imprecise science. The answers may be regarded as the best we have, but they should not be
treated as tablets of stone. The Coventry growth figure is almost unique,3 and in most other
disciplines it would be regarded as an 'outlier' result, and treated with considerable suspicion.
We strongly doubt that an extreme redistribution would be justified on the back of such a result.
We are concerned too, that little or no account seems to be taken of the likely impact on the
receiving authority. In this case an authority with a disproportionately large number of deprived
households. Another matter to consider is that it will not be a case of physically relocating
households, it is simply the provision of a large number of houses in the expectation that people
may choose to buy in, and live there. If it  happens, then it  will  over time bring in a large
population who are likely to be competing with the local population for employment. There are
no rules to cover this. In this context we note that the NBBC OAN includes an addition of 73
homes/year  for  economic  uplift,  and  another  6  per  year  to  lift  affordable  housing.  Those
additions  may have  been  reasonable  without  an  influx from Coventry;  but  we  respectfully
suggest they have no meaning, or value, when the local housing provision is being inflated, for
external reasons, by 4,000 houses in the period 2018-31. We submit that the local additions to
NBBC OAN should not  be applied when the local  housing provision and market  is  being
distorted in this way.

BRV06.02 We understand the purpose of this question is to establish the number of new homes to be
provided through the Plan, in the period 2011-31. However, we note that NBBC are thinking in
terms of their newly identified total housing capacity for 15,223 houses in the Plan period to
2031  (BRV.05.03  above),  and  are  endeavouring  to  justify  any  surplus  over  OAN  as  an
opportunity to give flexibility to cover unforeseen problems and losses. We wholly reject this
approach because it does not constitute the exceptional circumstances needed to justify removal
of  land  from  the  Green  Belt.  It  is  a  prime  requirement  that  adequate  consultations  and
investigation are carried out to ensure the Plan offered for Examination is fully capable of being
delivered.  Anything less is not sound and fails the tests of being positively prepared, and being
effective.  Planning guidance recognises that some elements of the Plan may be delayed in its
early life, and the recommended strategy to give flexibility is to bring forward sites from later
in the Plan period to ensure that planned delivery rates are met. Nothing more is needed.

BRV06.03 At NBBC/30.1 we are told that a housing capacity increase has been achieved by using more of
the site. Whilst this is good news, it is evident that the initial evaluation of the site was not
sufficiently  well  informed;  or  wrong  judgements  were  made.  As  we  are  barely  into  the
development of the sites in the Plan, this raises genuine doubts about the real capacity of the
remaining sites, and the extent to which they have been under-estimated.   Due diligence must
be  carried  out,  because  failures  of  this  kind  will  commit  the  Plan  to  irreversible  and
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unacceptable changes in land use. A corollary to this is that all brown field sites should be
developed first,  with Green Belt  being the last  resort for development. At the moment,  the
problem that is being stepped around is the issue of brown field sites that are conveniently put
into the 'too hard' tray. Ways must be found to make them capable of development in this Plan.
We consider this is an element that should be part of CIL payments/revenue. Conversely, CIL
funds should not be used to facilitate developments that would use land from Green Belt; if
indeed anyone is thinking this way.

BRV06.04 The  housing  need  as  identified  in  the  Plan  (10,040+4,020)  would  increase  housing  in  the
Borough by 40% more than the locally identified need, and possibly even more against the true
need. We understand that the intentions are that a surfeit of housing will moderate house prices
in the Borough, and at the same time provide some capacity for Coventry's anticipated unmet
housing need. However, there is nothing we have seen that evaluates the potential effects on the
existing population of the Borough,  particularly with respect to deprivation; or the risks of
unintended consequences from the strategy. If the building industry can be persuaded to deliver
such  large  quantities  of  housing,  we  might  expect  to  see  an  excess  of  houses  and  some
consequential  lowering of house prices.  However,  this  is  already a low price area,  and the
proposed strategy would simply make it more attractive for economic migrants. Also, it is often
the case  that  ex-pats often want to live  in  close proximity.  We cannot,  and should not,  be
selective  about  houses  and  jobs.  However,  it  could  lead  to  unforeseen  competition  for
employment, and make it more difficult to lift people from deprivation as intended under the
Plan. Hence, the proposed strategy poses a risk of maintaining deprivation rather than offering a
sure fire solution. We conclude that over provision of housing tips the scales even further in the
wrong direction, and the Plan is unsound with respect to strategy.

(b) Site Selection Process - Demonstrate a robust site selection process

(b)(i)  All reasonable strategic and non-strategic site options have been subject to
 Sustainability Appraisal?
BRV07.01 A quick and reassuring answer to this question would have been 'yes',  followed by a brief

explanation pointing to a verifiable source, or sources, showing that all reasonable sites were
fully  considered  in  a  single  Sustainability  Appraisal,  with  evidence  as  to  how  this  was
accomplished.  Instead we have a long exposition starting with a statement that the allocated
sites in the Borough Plan have been subject to Sustainability Appraisal.  This does not address
the question as put. Much of the text in paras. 2.1-2.22 appears to be a re-statement of what is
already publicly known about the Plan process as  related by NBBC. We do not feel that the
question at (b)(i) has been answered as required.

BRV07.02 The decision to bring in many more sites at the beginning of year 2016, should have begun with
a clean sheet. This to lead eventually to a consultation on revised options; if indeed the exercise
produced a different set of options to the previous Submission Version of the Plan. Perhaps
needless to say, it didn't happen.

(b)(ii)   that  there is  a clear audit  trail  as to why certain sites have been identified as
reasonable options and others not

BRV07.03 This question has been answered by a long rambling account of various Plan versions since the
process started, around 2009.  We have concluded that the selection of sites was not a coherent
process. It appears that if in the beginning there was a rational basis for decision making, it
certainly wasn't consistent through time.  From the text description we see different components
thrown in as circumstances changed. The result is a Plan that lacks vision. It no longer satisfies
the  overarching  principles,  which  themselves  seem  to  be  sound  and  would  contribute  to
meeting the identified issues and needs of the Borough. The answer given at (b)(ii) is a very
difficult  read,  over-complicated  by  the  multitude  of  different  referencing  systems  for
overlapping irregular parcels of land. There has to be a better way than this. The answer, as
given, may constitute part of an audit trail,  in as much as it  relates the steps followed, but
beyond that it is very convoluted and it is not a convincing answer to the initial question.
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BRV07.04 During  the  Stage  1  Hearings,  NBBC  offered  the  SHLAA spreadsheet  as  an  audit  trail.
Unfortunately, this cannot be the case. The SHLAA spreadsheet exists on the NBBC website as
a single snapshot in time. Simply an electronic record of its contents when it was saved off, and
later  uploaded to NBBC website.  There does not  appear to be a full  document history that
would enable all past changes to be traced back.  As a more general point about audit trails, and
for project management purposes, there should be a structured document control with version
numbers,  dates,  and  reasonable  advice  on  changes  as  the  documents  evolve.  We  note  the
Examination Library appears to be set up to do this; but we are not confident it was done from
the beginning of the Plan process. We believe that between Consultations, the Plan documents
were edited and changed without any formal record of changes made; and this may have been
perpetuated during Consultations, because there is no evidence (audit trail) to the contrary. The
document  upload  date  doesn't  help,  because  documents  are  reloaded  as  part  of  website
maintenance and management.

BRV07.05 None of this brings us any nearer to knowing the Working Party's deliberations,  what they
considered, or what their activities were.4 The earliest, and one of the few resolutions about the
Working Party, relates to a report5 to Cabinet recommending changes in membership. On the
report summary sheet under risks it states,  “Risk management implications:  The ability for
Members to steer policy development at an early stage would be hampered in the absence of a
Borough Plan Working Party. This could lead to delays later in the plan making process if the
content of the Plan is politically unacceptable.”5   The intentions may have been good, and the
words rather misguided, but there is a clear inference that part of the role of the Working Party
is to ensure the Plan is politically acceptable. It does not say to ensure political neutrality. We
would take the point further, and say that if the latter was the intention, then it would have been
worded very differently. At national level there is clear guidance to ministers and others about
propriety. Amongst many other matters it states, “Special Advisers 21. Planning decisions must
be made solely on the basis of valid planning matters, and not by reference to political or
presentational  considerations......”6 Hence,  there is  a clear principle that  decisions made in
planning should not be influenced by political considerations. The Plan is a product of many
important planning decisions; and by definition, informed to some extent by the Working Party.
This, together with our concerns about the lack of transparency, or means of scrutiny, leaves us
with misgivings about the Working Party and matters of propriety. We note that at NBBC/22.1
states, “1............The Working Group did not have any decision making powers nor did it make
recommendations just observations, therefore there are no minutes of this meeting or any of the
other working group meetings.” However, the evidence above suggests otherwise. The corollary
to this is that if the Working Party didn't have a role, then it was unnecessary. In summary, we
consider  that  the  Plan  decisions  made  by  Cabinet  and  ratified  by  Council  are  potentially
unsound, which is something that cannot be repaired.

BRV07.06 As a random test of audit trail clarity, we investigated the land parcel NB17, which in the Plan
was excluded very early from further assessment. It is described (at NBBC33, para. 2.35) as not
meeting the overarching principles, and identified as being important in providing separation
between Nuneaton (Galley Common) and Ansley. In fact, trying to trace its full history took
several  hours,  and  raised  more  questions  than  answers.  An  immediate  problem  was  the
innumerable referencing systems used throughout the Plan. It would be more manageable if
there was a document of some kind to provide cross-referencing between them. Searches on
NB17 (or  nb17) in the many documents available, produce a very limited set of information
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about the land parcel, unless all its aliases are known. Appendix G - Timeline of site selection
(at NBBC/33) shows NB17 status as unchanged since it was ruled out in Stage One of the Plan
development. However, NB17 is not in the Green Belt, and the land use study by TEP only
gave it a score of 7 against CJGBS criteria7. In the full table, NB17 showed as one of the four
lowest scoring parcels in the Borough, on a scale where a score less than 11/20 was considered
to be the least constrained.

BRV07.07 We could not find any comparable reference to NB17 in the SHLAA spreadsheet, in part due to
the fact that the spreadsheet uses a different referencing system for land in the Borough; nor
was there any cross referencing to help overcome this. Thereafter, it took some fairly inspired
searching against likely key words to identify entries the SHLAA that might be part of NB17.
This  was  eventually  rewarded  with  references  to  various  parcels  of  land,  some  of  which
appeared  to  be  the  subject  of  planning  applications.  Following  up  these  leads  revealed  a
Planning Approval on 23 May 2017 to Taylor Wimpey for 282 houses on Plough Hill Road.
This proved to be a small part of land parcel identified as NB17.  We have to note that there is
no provision for this  information in  Appendix G,  although we consider it  is  very relevant.
Armed  with  this  information  a  further  search  at  NBBC/33  dredged  up  “Land  at  Galley
Common” (para.2.106) and a few words about the Taylor Wimpey site at Plough Hill Road.
However, this does not appear to the end of our search, as para. 2.106 next refers to, “......The
other  site  has been minded to be approved by the Planning Application Committee for  an
outline planning application subject to a legal agreement........”  We do not see recall seeing
reference to a second site, nor does the quoted text identify it.

BRV07.08 We appreciate that the production of a credible Local Plan is a complex task, but our overall
conclusion is that for the reasons set out above, the NBBC Plan does not have a clear audit trail,

(b)(iii)  the judgements and references to evidence as to why some sites are constrained
and incapable of mitigation

BRV08.01 An explanation has been given. We would wish to reserve our position on the reasoning process
and the judgements made, as we do not see that as the focus of the question.

(b)(iv) what efforts were made to overcome constraints on non-Green Belt sites?

BRV09.01 We do not agree with the reasons given for not making maximum use of the brownfield site at
Tuttle Hill (para. 2.104). We understand the desirability of making the best of post-industrial
habitat, but it is an accident of previous industrial use. Since the top slice of the alleged unmet
housing demand is effectively on Green Belt land, it follows that any available brown field site
must be used first, whatever its condition. Therefore, the retention of post-industrial habitat is
not an exceptional circumstance that would justify giving up designated Green Belt. The Plan
constantly refers to mitigation measures in exchange for loss of habitat that would arise from
developing Green Belt. The same applies to post-industrial habitat. It is not an irreconcilable
issue.  Further justification given is that it would only be 120 houses on 4.7ha. This is a more
than useful size site, and it is relatively central compared to most other sites. We fully expect it
could achieve more, in the light of the recent report to Cabinet, which revealed much greater
housing capacities for sites presently in development.

BRV09.02 For all the words about land south of the Long Shoot (para 2.105) the fact remains that it does
not meet the criteria for Green Belt designation. It is a large land parcel. Clearly, some of it
contributes to separation from Hinckley, but not all. It would be irrational for the neighbouring
authority to encourage isolated development in the triangle formed by A5, the railway line, and
the  NBBC boundary,  because  it  is  cut  off  from  the  urban  area  to  the  north  by  the  very
substantial barrier that is the A5. Therefore some degree of separation should be maintainable
for the future. This is a Duty to Cooperate issue, and should be reconcilable.
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(b)(v)   the evidence to justify the extent of Green Belt land release in the Plan
BRV10.01 The argument presented at para.3.6 (NBBC/33) is that there can be a difference of approach to

judgement depending on whether it  relates  to  the case of  a  planning application,  or  a  case for
amending the Green Belt boundary.  There is some sleight of hand in the interpretation offered at
para. 3.6.. The subject is 'unmet need'. How many planning applications are likely to be predicated
on 'unmet need' and relate to a site in designated Green Belt? This is such an extreme and unlikely
case, that it cannot be the situation envisaged when PPG guidance was almost certainly drafted with
the intention of providing generally applicable advice.

BRV 10.02 Having dispensed with a most unlikely interpretation of PPG, there should be no doubt that the
guidance relates to 'unmet need' for housing in the context that a planning authority is most likely to
encounter, i.e. whether land could be removed from the Green Belt to satisfy the 'unmet need'. The
answer is a quite emphatic 'unlikely to outweigh harm to constitute very special circumstances'.
Therefore, the argument as made is unsound, and fails.

BRV10.03 We do not agree with the NBBC approach whereby land that is not designated Green Belt is ranked
as if it is equal to, and part of, Green Belt. In the limit, the case presented by NBBC is that because
they do not wish to use the remaining parcels of non-designated land, then in effect, it constitutes
the  “very  special  circumstances”  necessary  to  justify  the  use  of  Green  Belt.  Clearly,  this  is  a
fallacious argument.  The very reason these other land parcels cannot be brought into the Green Belt
is because they do not satisfy the criteria for making them so.

(b)(vi)  the justification for proposing the preferred Green Belt land releases over other
Green Belt sites, having regard to the Joint Green Belt Study outputs and other
evidence

BRV11.01 Our main representations8 demonstrate that the release of long established Green Belt land under
HSG7 and HSG8 cannot be justified by para. 3.7 (NBBC/33). Neither are we aware of Government
guidance  suggesting  that  any  of  listed  objectives  in  para.  3.7  would  constitute  the  exceptional
circumstances required for such action. It is not clear why Green Belt is considered as providing
more  sustainable  development,  especially  when  there  is  a  sustainability  loss  in  change  from
agriculture. The fact that Green Belt is less costly for developers, militates against the re-use of
existing sites. There is non-designated land available, but NBBC choose not to use it.  A substantive
case has yet to be made for release of Green Belt to satisfy unmet housing need (BRV10.01 above);
and  in  the  present  case  the  unmet  need  arises  from a  neighbouring  authority.  The  situation  is
exacerbated by setting an over-ambitious housing capacity above need.  The strategy for the Plan
was framed around a strict settlement hierarchy, main centres of activity and employment, with the
clear intention of minimising travel to job opportunities. As already stated, Bulkington is a very poor
fit to those identified needs, and it was well understood at the time of Plan development. Nuneaton
is the primary and most important settlement for the purposes of the Plan. It is in the north of the
Borough, as is the non-Green Belt land (see note in Para, 3.7). The lack of land outside the Green
Belt  is  not  proven.  As  noted  earlier,  recent  updates  to  site  capacities  have  shown  substantial
increases. We do not recall seeing a definition for what constitutes a “key site for fulfilling the 5
purposes of the Green Belt”, or how this has any relevance to “exceptional circumstances.” 

BRV11.02 Para 3.8 makes a novel case. The Plan started with a strategy which amongst other objectives was
strongly targeted to measures to counter deprivation. The link between the most needy areas and job
opportunities now seems to have gone as the emphasis has moved to removal of land from the
Green  Belt  to  promote  growth.  Exceptional  circumstances  have  become  a  distant  memory.  An
explanation of  the impact and consequences of an extra  4,000 houses from Coventry would be
helpful here. Not clear why there might be a shortfall of affordable housing as this is in NBBC gift.

BRV11.03 The mapping of Landscape Constraints (Appendix J at NBBC/33) identifies land around Bulkington
which is important to its setting. This serves to confirm residents' concerns; and a similar point was
made in our representations. Yet the Plan proposes to remove these areas of long established Green
Belt for housing under HSG7, and HSG8. This is just another example highlighting inconsistencies
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in the proposals in this Plan, where reasoning is supported by arguments of convenience.  We are
obliged to note there appears to be some confusion in the mapping itself. Land west of the village is
identified for  possible  housing,  yet  if  this  was to  happen, it  would mask the area important  to
setting. Note that in this context, the West Coast Main Line (WMCL) is a significant viewing point.

BRV11.04 In its latter stages the Plan progressively lost sight of its overarching principles and the declared
settlement hierarchy, in a scramble to find sites for housing. The resultant Plan lacks vision and a
coherent strategy to counter the serious issues facing the Borough. It is our strong view that all of
the  existing  Green  Belt  between  Bulkington  and  Bedworth  is  essential  to  maintain  separation
between the two settlements. There is already intervisibility, and the fields at Bulkington can be seen
from the  central  core  of  Bedworth.  Whilst  we deprecate  the  use  of  Green  Belt,  if  the  Plan  is
determined to narrow the gap, then there are viable and better options which have been summarily
dismissed, or overlooked. In our representations, we showed that the land parcel BE3 was scored
too generously8 in the JGBS study. The knock on effect effect was that BE3 was wrongly marked
for preservation, at the expense of adjacent parcels.  The pre-occupation with the Coventry Canal
east of Bedworth as a permanent Green Belt boundary has also become a barrier to thinking. Setting
that aside, and recognising the true state of parcel BE3, shows the potential for limited development
east of Bedworth, which is a good fit to first established principles. The SHLAA records that land in
BE3 was offered but rejected. A more detailed assessment is given below.

BRV11.05 The land east of Bedworth could offer reasonable access to the Bayton Road Industrial area. Also, it
is relatively near to Bedworth Rail Station, and the town centre. About one third of the site would be
within walk distance of the rail station, whilst the whole site would be well within a few minutes
cycling distance of Bedworth town centre, and all Bayton Road. There are opportunities to add to
existing green routes, which would provide off highway alternatives for parts of these journeys. The
Coventry Canal would be a much better neighbour for housing than the WMCL at Bulkington.
Pedestrian/cycle routes could emerge from site onto Bedworth Road near the canal bridge. Vehicular
access needs more visibility and should be to the east of the site.  A good solution would be a
roundabout junction rationalising the existing access/egresses at Weston Lawns, and the site access.
This would offer a much improved gateway to Bedworth. A secondary benefit would be improved
traffic safety on the Bedworth Road.

BRV 11.06 There is potential for linking with developments to the south of the site, but should avoid creating an
eastern bypass. A better public transport solution would be a bus gate, bus link, or similar, to create
an exclusive through route for public transport, with parallel provision for pedestrians and cyclists.
This would require a new crossing point over the canal, which would come at a cost, but as positive
support for sustainable travel it should be justifiable. Also, the route could serve Bayton Road, with
passengers being able to use existing crossing points under Coventry-Nuneaton line. There is more
long term public  transport  potential  beyond these simple measures.  It  will  be objected that  the
Coventry Canal acts as a defensible barrier.  However,  Weston Lawns can easily fulfil  that role.
Also,  consider  that  Weston  Lawns  Equitation  Centre  has  in  effect  become  a  brown field  site,
regardless of its location, and being a permitted use. This should have been taken into account in the
Joint Green Belt Study, and reflected in the Plan.
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